
WRITING A FOCUS QUESTION

Research questions help writers focus their research by providing a path through the research and writing process. The
specificity of a.

Focused: What is the most significant effect of glacial melting on the lives of penguins in Antarctica? Is your
research question focused? The more complex version is written in two parts; it is thought provoking and
requires both significant investigation and evaluation from the writer. Too simple: How are doctors addressing
diabetes in the U. She chose the question "How does an owl's digestive system compare to a human's? A
research question is the question around which you center your research. Does it promote inquiry and
stimulate thought? And you also should check your research question with your course tutor. Sometimes it
may be helpful for students to consider their answer to the focus question before doing the investigation.
Consider your audience. When in doubt, make a research question as narrow and focused as possible. Does
your question encourage reasoning above right answers? But the important thing to remember is that you
should stick with just one major topic per essay or research paper in order to have a coherent piece of writing.
Choose a Question that is Neither Too Broad or Too Narrow For example, if you choose juvenile delinquency
a topic that can be researched , you might ask the following questions: What is the rate of juvenile delinquency
in the U. Could students have a robust discussion about this question? If you focused the learning activities on
this question, then students will feel confident offering an answer for it by the end of the investigation. Choose
an appropriate topic or issue for your research, one that actually can be researched Exercise 1. When
investigation is over, pose the focus question one last time and have students respond either verbally or in
writing. The simple version of this question can be looked up online and answered in a few factual sentences;
it leaves no room for analysis. They can respond in written form or in small group discussion. A science
investigation can offer very different things to your classroom, depending on the question you use to focus it.
Pose the question: "What are you figuring out about An issue is a concept upon which you can take a stand.
The clearer version specifies sites MySpace and Facebook , the type of potential harm privacy issues , and
who may be experiencing that harm users. With so much research available on any given topic, research
questions must be as clear as possible in order to be effective in helping the writer direct his or her research.
How do the structures of crayfish help them survive? A focus question delineates what students are trying to
figure out. If you feel you don't know much about the topic, think again. The focused version narrows down to
a specific effect of global warming glacial melting , a specific place Antarctica , and a specific animal that is
affected penguins.


